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Ethical Leadership. 
Organizational culture alignment.
leadership assessment and development.
Team Diagnostic.
Team & systemic coaching.

Neocharismatic
Leader
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Enabling Leaders to Navigate
confidently organization transformation
with an ethical altruistic compass, while

empowering teams and promising
leaders through a systemic approach. 

https://www.neocharismaticleader.com/en/neocharismatic-leadership-en/
https://www.neocharismaticleader.com/en/group-coaching-en/
https://www.neocharismaticleader.com/en/group-coaching-en/
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Tired of...

A labyrinth of leadership development?..

Mountains of advice and consulting...
Traditional training with no results...
How to choose the right leadership coach...
Fast-paced and stressful environment leaving
you unsure of how to make the right decision?

Threats of disappearance in the world of
digital transformation?

Learning signposts

Take your assessment

Among a choice of assessment, we
recommend Emotional Intelligence (EQ).

Take a quantum
leap with the
Neocharismatic
Leadership
approach through
self-awareness,
altruism, and a
high-performing
team.

You will get to know all about teams and
how they form and perform. You will learn
some team coaching skills and how to
support your own team. Thi happens
through the training group.  

The group Teams up to form a task force to
transform a real organization on the ground
using their newly acquired skills and
competencies. The success of this
transformational project leads to graduation.  

With over two decades in training,
assessments, coaching, and

organizational development consulting.
An experienced practitioner, academic

researcher, and author. 

Ghadah Angawi,

 Ph.D., PCC

Come to ...
A leadership experiential lab with great minds,

deep knowledge, and accountability to develop
self-awareness. team and systemic coaching

skills, all while adopting the NCL ten roles. 

Plan your own development

This may involve a different path from the
other participants and can contain
individual private coaching, self-learning,
and more.

NCL group coaching

Group coaching is the hub and all leaders
pass through this path to acquaint
themselves with the model roles. and
learn how to apply it. It involves 10
sessions and develops your systemic
thinking competence. 

Individual coaching

As needed and paid for separately but
with a great offer as part of your personal
development plan.

Your NC team 

Graduation project

CEO and

Program Instructor


